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Abstract
Our objectives were to evaluate and compare the reliability of digital and silicone impression
measurements compared to direct manual measurement performed with digital caliper. Methods: 48
simulated lesions in the upper and lowers jaws of 6 porcine heads with were used. The jaws were
digitized using intraoral scanner 3SHAPE TRIOS. Digitized 3-dimensional models were converted to
individual stereolithography files and used with commercial software to obtain the diameter and depth
measurements of each lesion. Manual measurements were carried out with a digital caliper. Silicone
impressions were made for each jaw and lesion and scanned with IOS. One-sample t-tests and linear
regression analyses were performed. To further graphically examine the accuracy of the different
methods, Bland-Altman plots were used. Results: We found significant differences between the
diameter Md+Mx measured with caliper and digitalized silicone impressions. There was fixed bias
between depth Mx with IOS and digital caliper. Bland-Altman analysis showed fixed bias of one
approach vs the other for the depths of lesions Fi3sh for both jaws. Conclusions: Intraoral scanner is
proved to be a reliable method for linear measurements of simulated lesion in the jaws. Silicone
impressions are not suitable for assessing accuracy of CBCT linear measurements.
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Introduction
The growing application of CBCT in dental medicine has also led to a growing interest in the accuracy
of the method for taking linear and volumetric measurements. In relevant research, we found three
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types of physical measurements accepted as the “gold standard” in the evaluation of the accuracy of
radiographic CBCT measurements: direct measurement with digital caliper, silicone impressions of
simulated lesions and intraoral optical scanners (IOS). In our study, we tried to examine the reliability
of different physical methods used in the analysis of the accuracy of CBCT measurements.

Materials and methods
e used 48 simulated lesions in the mandible (Md) and maxilla (Mx) of six porcine heads. We performed
direct triple measuremnets (Fi) of the diameter and depth of each lesion (fig.1) with a digital caliper and
compared the results with the corresponding measurements (Fsi) on silicone (Fig. 2,3,4) and digital
impressions (F3sh) obtained by IOS (Fig.5).

a.

b.

Fig.1 Simulated lesions in the mandible (a) and maxilla (b)
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Fig.2 Silicone impressions of the simulated lessions

a.

b.

Fig.3 Scanned with IOS silicone impressions of mandibular (a) and maxillary simulated lesions (b)

Fig.4 Linear measurements of diameter and depth on the scanned with IOS silicone impressions
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Fig. 5 Digital impression from maxillary simulated lesions (a) and linear measurements (b)

Aim
The aim of our study was to evaluate the accuracy of linear mesurements performed on digitalized and
silicone impressions with IOS with the results obtained from direct manual measurements with digital
caliper.

Results
One way ANOVA and multiple pair comparisons using the Holm-Sidak method showed that there were no
significant differences between the diameter of both mandibular and maxillary lesions, measured with IOS
(F3sh) and those with the digital caliper at level of significance α = 0.05. For depth, we found a difference
only for maxillary lesions.
The correlation in the diameter values measured with IOS and with a digital caliper was very weak for
maxillary and absent for mandibular lesions. For depth, a strong positive correlation was found for
mandibular lesions and a weak correlation for maxillary ones. Bland-Altman analysis showed that the
lowest mean difference was between the diameter in Mx (0.02mm), followed by that of diameter Md
(0.04mm). There were statistically significant differences in depth Md and Mx (Fig.7). The width of the
95% confidence interval in the comparison of the feature “diameter” measured using the two methods
(F3Sh and Fi) is approximately twice as narrow as the respective interval for the “depth” feature, which
makes its measurement more accurate than that of depth. For diameter Md (Fig.6) and depth Mx, we
established a trend when the feature had low values measured with digital caliper, the F3sh value was
higher than Fi, and vice versa for high values of the feature.
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Fig. 6 Bland-Altman plot - difference against the direct measurement (Fi) of the diameter
measurement of mandibular lesions on digital impression with IOS (F3sh) and direct measurement
with caliper (Fi)

Fig.7 Bland-Altman plot – difference against the direct measurement (Fi) of the depth of maxillary
simulated lesions on digital impression with IOS (F3sh) and direct measurement with caliper (Fi)
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An analysis was carried out of the frequency of deviations (in numbers and %) of diameters measured
with F3sh compared to Fi, of 0.5 mm intervals (Fig. 40), and of absolute deviations with clinical
significance criterion with threshold 0.5 mm and 1 mm.
One way ANOVA and Holm-Sidak multiple pair comparisons showed significant differences between the
diameter of mandibular lesions measured on silicone impressions (Fsi) and those obtained with a digital
caliper (Fi), at level of significance α = 0.05. The Friedman test did not show differences along the mean
values of the diameter of maxillary lesions measured on scanned silicone impressions compared to that
with the digital caliper (Fi). For depth, we found a difference between the lesions in both jaws.

The correlation in the variation of diameter values using the two methods was weak for both jaws, and for
depth, the correlation coefficient was close to zero. Bland-Altman showed that the lowest mean difference
was in diameter Mx (0.06mm). The width of the 95% confidence interval in the comparison of the diameter
values measured using the two methods is almost twice as narrow as that for depth.
An analysis of the frequency of deviations (in numbers and in %) was carried out for diameters measured
with Fsi compared to Fi, of 0.05mm intervals, as well as of absolute deviations at clinical significance
criterion with threshold 0.5mm and 1mm.

Discussion
The descriptive statistics showed that the mean difference was 0.02mm and 0.04mm for the mandibular
(Md) and maxillary (Mx) lesions, respectively. Mack et al. (1) report a mean difference of -0.17 and -0.13
for the two IOS they used. In our study, in addition to this difference being with a positive sign, i.e. the
values measured with 3Shape were systematically higher than those measured with digital caliper Fi, a
significantly lower value of the difference is observed. For lesion depth, our results are closer to those of
Mack – the mean difference was -0.20mm for the lower jaw and -0.34mm for the upper, or, in other words,
the values measured with IOS are systematically lower than those from the manual measurement with
caliper accepted as the gold standard. Stevens et al. (2) report that the mandibular arch in the anterior
section measured with caliper on plaster models was 0.40mm longer than that of the digital model, which
did not apply to the overall measurement of the same arch from molar to molar. Mullen et al. (3) found
significant differences in the measurements of the dental arch’s length measured in plaster models and
digital models, of up to 1.5mm (4). This is in agreement with our finding that, as the value of a feature in
the Bland-Altman analysis increases, the difference between the studied features also increases. The
authors found statistically significant differences between the length of the mandibular arch measured in
digital and in plaster models (Fig.6).
We found a strong correlation for depth of maxillary lesions (Mx) measured with IOS and with caliper. The
Bland Altman analysis for comparison of measurements (F3Sh and Fi) for each feature, separately for the
maxilla and the mandible, showed a trend so that when a feature has low values (for example, depthFi),
the F3Sh measurement is bigger than that with a digital caliper Fi, whereas for higher values of the
feature, the F3sh is smaller than those from direct measurement Fi. Our results contradict those of Mack
et al. (1), who did not find a proportional difference for any comparison by pairs of measurements. In order
to compare the differences in the different features (diameter, depth, volume), as well as assess the
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reliability of the different physical methods of measuring simulated lesions, we calculated the absolute and
the percentage difference between measurements in anatomical samples F3Sh scanned with IOS and
those with digital caliper Fi. The analysis showed that the absolute difference for diameter measured with
F3Sh is lower in value than that for measurements of depth. The lowest percentage difference for
diameter was registered in Md - 4.6%, and for depth of lesions – in Mx-10.55%. This means that the value
in F3Sh can vary up to 4.6% and 10.55% from the Fi value. In other words, at mean value of diameter Md
equal to 2.92mm and measured with digital caliper, the values obtained with optical scanner vary from it
by 0.29mm on average, and such a submillimeter difference demonstrates great similarity between the
two measurements. It is much more marked in horizontal measurements than in vertical ones. This
discrepancy can be partially explained by the high degree of precision with which the contours of the
diameter of a given lesion were defined for the purpose of being measured on the digital model obtained
with IOS, whereas for depth, we experienced certain difficulties and do not exclude subjectivity in the
marking of the points of measurement. In applying IOS in clinical conditions, our results would be
influenced by accompanying factors (presence of saliva, soft tissue). The differences in the light beam
received back by the scanner can significantly affect its ability to define the actual depth of a given object
(1,5).
The accuracy of IOS has been studied by a number of researchers (1,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13), but we have
not found studies of the accuracy of silicone impressions used as a physical method to replace direct
osteometry. Silicone impressions of simulated lesions or empty alveoli have been used as the gold
standard by few researchers (14,15).
Our study aimed to examine the accuracy and reliability of silicone impressions as a physical
measurement method in the analysis of the accuracy of linear and volumetric CBCT measurements.
When silicone was used for positive impressions of jaw lesions (or dental alveoli), the volume was
calculated following the principle of calculating the displaced volume of water in a graduated glass vessel
or the mathematical formula for calculating the volume of a geometric shape, such as a sphere (16). We
scanned the silicone impressions with IOS and carried out our measurements on the obtained threedimensional images. The methodology of creating simulated lesions in the jaws used in our study provided
full symmetry of the lesion walls, absence of deviation in the values of depth measured medially and
distally in the lesion and sharp borders. In contrast to other researchers who have used silicone for
manual measurements, we did not simply compare the results from the measurements using this method
with the values obtained from measurements on the radiographic images from CBCT, but we also
compared the accuracy of the measurements on the scanned silicone with those from direct measurement
with digital caliper. With view of analyzing the clinically significant accuracy of the measurements, we
calculated the percentage distribution of differences between the values of the features “diameter” and
“depth” obtained from the scanned silicone impressions (Fsi) and with digital caliper (Fi). Using a threshold
of 0.5mm to determine several degrees of “clinically significant accuracy”, 62% of the measurements of
diameter of Md lesions with Fsi were from 0 to 0.5mm lower than the diameter measured in direct
osteometry with digital caliper Fi (i.e., from 0 to -0.05mm), whereas for the same feature in Mx, this
percent was 45%. Conversely, in the range from 0 to 0.5mm, the percentages were 29.2% for Md and
50% for Mx, or these are the cases where Fsi obtained a higher value than Fi. The comparison of the
diameters of mandibular simulated lesions showed systematically lower values from Fsi than from Fi
(Mean -0.13mm), whereas for Mx diameter, they were systematically higher even though the Mean value
was very close to 0 (0.06mm). For the depth of the lesions, in addition to systematically lower values for
both jaws (Mean/Md=-0.35, Mean/Mx=-0.30), a distribution of the frequency of deviation of Fsi from Fi is
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observed in all degrees of “clinical inaccuracy”. This makes the measurement of the lesion diameter on
scanned silicone impression more accurate than the measurement of their depth. We found the same in
the comparison of the accuracy of diameter and depth measurements when IOS is used for scanning the
anatomical samples.

Conclusion
Scanning anatomical samples with IOS is a reliable method for objectivizing the anatomical truth in studies
of the accuracy of CBCT measurements.
Silicone impressions of simulated defects in jaws used for studying the accuracy of CBCT measurements
are not a recommended method for objectivizing the anatomical truth.
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